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The cross sections forff andfK1K2 production were measured with 8 GeV/c pion and kaon beams to
examine the OZI suppression of the reactionp2p→ffn. The measured cross section ratios indicate that this
reaction is not suppressed forff invariant masses up to 2.5 GeV/c2.

PACS number~s!: 13.75.Gx, 13.25.2k, 14.40.Cs
I. INTRODUCTION

The f 2~2010!, f 2~2300!, and f 2~2340! mesons~formerly
gt , gt8 , andgt9! were discovered in 1978 by Etkinet al. @1#
asff resonances in the reaction

p2p→ffn. ~1!

It was argued that these states should be identified as
long soughtJPC5211 glueball@2#. Recent lattice gauge pre
dictions place this state at about 2.3 GeV/c2 @3#. Violation of
the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka~OZI! rule @4# in reaction~1! has
been the basis for the glueball identification. At 22.5 GeVc
beam momentum reaction~1! is suppressed@5# by about a
factor of 10 relative to the OZI allowed reaction

p2p→fK1K2n. ~2!

However, typical OZI allowed to OZI suppressed ratios f
singlef production are on the order of 50@6#. Thus further
study offf production is not only useful as a test of the OZ
rule, but is also crucial for understanding meson spectr
copy.

It has been suggested that the OZI rule may be evade
reaction~1! if it proceeds via two steps@7#, or if the proton
contains strangeqq̄ pairs in the nonvalence quark sea@8#.
However, these arguments have been questioned on se
fronts @9#. At present there is no compelling reason to expe
any violation of the OZI rule for reaction~1! when conven-
tional mesons are involved.
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The OZI rule has been studied via severalff production
experiments in the 2–2.5 GeV/c2 mass region@10–12#. The
cross section for the OZI allowed reaction

K2p→ffL ~3!

at 8.25 GeV/c beam momentum is at least a factor of 4 less
than that for the reaction

K2p→fK1K2L, ~4!

which is also OZI allowed. However, the published data do
not include comparisons between reactions~1! and~3! at the
same beam momentum. Moreover, all of the cross section
ratios are given as upper limits. Therefore it is not possible to
extract quantitative information about the level of OZI sup-
pression in reaction~1!.

In this f production experiment the reactions~1! and ~2!
were measured at 8 GeV/c beam momentum, along with the
analogous exclusive reactions withK2 beam. From the
present data we can construct the ratios

R15
s~p2p→fK1K2n!

s~p2p→ffn!
~5!

and

R25
s~K2p→fK1K2L/S0!

s~K2p→ffL/S0!
. ~6!

According to the OZI rule, one expectsR1@R2 .

II. EXPERIMENT

This experiment was performed at the B2 beam line of the
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron~AGS! at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory. An electrostatically separated beam of
pions ~95%!, kaons~3.5%!, and antiprotons~1.5%! was de-
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livered to the experimental area. The identification of ea
beam track was accomplished with three threshold Cher
kov detectors in the beam line, two of which registered pio
only, and one that registered pions and kaons.

Thef meson was detected via its decay toK1K2 pairs.
The Multiple Particle Spectrometer~MPS! @13# was used to
analyze all events which yielded four charged kaons in
final state. A 50 cm long liquid hydrogen target was locat
inside the magnet gap. Surrounding the target was a sci
lator hodoscope used to veto charged recoil particles, for
pion-beam events only. At the end of the target, inside
magnet, were five drift chambers containing a total of
sense-wire planes@14#. These chambers were used fo
charged-track reconstruction and momentum determinat
Outside the magnet, at the downstream end, was an un
mented freon Cherenkov detector@15# which operated at a
pressure of 45 PSIG. This detector was used to veto p
events.

Data were acquired for approximately two months. T
event trigger included an online veto by the Cherenkov d
tector. It also required at least three signals in each of th
single-plane proportional wire chambers~PWC’s! in front of
the Cherenkov detector. In addition, a memory look-up u
rejected events that fell outside the relevant phase space@16#.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis of the four-kaon events included a cut on
vertex location that required the intersection of the four pr
duction tracks and the beam to be inside the target. To as
efficient pion rejection, a cut was also applied which r
quired at least two positive or two negative tracks with m
menta greater than 1.7 GeV/c to pass through the veto Cher
enkov detector. The Cherenkov detector efficiency w
determined by tests using the charged-pion decay ofK0. The
single-pion efficiency was found to be greater than 85% o
the desired momentum range.

Missing-mass andf-mass cuts were applied to the dat
The values of the missing-mass cuts were determined
Monte Carlo simulations. The pion-data cut was placed
0.664–1.089 GeV/c2. The kaon-data cut was placed a
0.947–1.405 GeV/c2, which encompassed both theL and the
S0. An event was accepted as aff event if one of two
possible hypotheses of kaon-pair combinations had effec
masses of 1.01960.0125 GeV/c2. If either of the pairs or
both passed this cut then the event was considered afK1K2

candidate. The mass spectra of the secondK1K2 pair, when
the first lies within thef mass band, are shown in Fig. 1.
secondf peak is evident at approximately 1.02 GeV/c2 in
the pion beam data, but the low-statistics kaon data do
show a similar peak. The events in Fig. 1 that lie outside
ff peak constitute thefK1K2 yield and four-kaon back-
ground.

Figure 2 shows the missing-mass spectra for theff final
states, with the missing-mass cut removed. Enhancem
corresponding to exclusive production are evident at the n
tron andL/S0 masses forp2 andK2 beams, respectively.
The pion-beam data yielded 130 events which passed
cuts, but the kaon-beam data provided only eight.

Monte Carlo simulations were performed to determine t
data cuts and the experimental acceptance. The Monte C
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simulations included the geometry of the apparatus, multiple
scattering, kaon decay, detector inefficiencies, pattern recog-
nition inefficiencies, and the cuts used in the actual data
analysis. An exponentialt dependence for the simulations
was used. The acceptance for each 50 MeV/c2 mass bin in
theff or fK1K2 effective mass was calculated separately,
for each beam type. Figure 3 shows the uncorrectedff
effective-mass spectrum for the pion beam data along with
the calculated acceptance. The shape of the acceptance curve
is dictated mostly by the cuts on the momentum and location
of the particles at the Cherenkov detector. A similar proce-
dure was followed for thefK1K2 data. It gave nearly iden-
tical acceptance curves@17#.

Theff production withp2 beam can be compared with
the published results at higher energies. Figure 4~a! shows
the present data, corrected for experimental acceptance. Fig-
ure 4~b! is for 16 GeV/c beam~reproduced from Fig. 5 in

FIG. 1. The effectiveK1K2 mass when the otherK1K2 pair
passes thef mass cut and the missing-mass cuts for~a! pion beam
data, and~b! kaon beam data. Theff events are plotted once per
event, randomly selected.

FIG. 2. The missing-mass spectra afterff identification for~a!
pion beam data, and~b! kaon beam data.
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Ref. @10#!, and Fig. 4~c! is for 22.5 GeV/c beam~reproduced
from Fig. 1~a! in Ref. @1#!. Each measurement shows a
enhancement around 2.1–2.4 GeV/c2. A partial-wave analy-
sis of the 22.5 GeV/c data yielded thef 2~2050!, f 2~2300!,
and f 2~2340! glueball candidates. However the paucity
events in the present data sample precludes such an ana
at 8 GeV/c. Therefore, one cannot be certain that the sa
states are excited at all energies.

The nonresonant background in theff yield was re-
moved by fitting a third-order polynomial to thefK1K2

background outside thef peak in Fig. 1. ThefK1K2 con-
tribution to theff peak was then subtracted. The four-kao
contamination was removed from thefK1K2 data in a
similar fashion. The data on either side of thef peak in a
plot of theK1K2 effective mass, where all four combina
tions of theK1K2 were plotted, were fit by a third-orde
polynomial. Theff contribution was removed by subtrac
ing twice the number offf events found after the back
ground subtraction. This method was used to compensate
the nonuniform background shape. The uncertainty in de
mining the background shape dominates the uncertainty
the extracted yields. ForK2 production offf only an upper
limit was determined.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The results of the present experiment are summarized
Table I. The cross section for the integrated yield~mass<2.5
GeV/c2! and standard deviation are shown, where a corr
tion has been applied for the unseen decay modes of thef as
well as theL and S0 for reactions~3! and ~4!. The cross
section for reaction~3! is consistent with that measured fo
theffL final state, 7006200 nb@11#, provided the strength
to theS0 state in the present experiment is small. The cro
section for reaction~1! is larger than the value obtained at 1
GeV/c, 40610 nb@10#, and the value obtained at 22.5 GeV
c, 2362 nb @18#.

The t dependance of reaction~1! indicates that it is domi-
nated by peripheral production of theff, and one-pion ex-

FIG. 3. The uncorrectedff effective mass~solid line! and the
calculated acceptance~solid points!.
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change. The pion-beamff production data were fit to the
form ds/dt}e2bt8, wheret85ut2tminu, resulting in the value
b58.5361.26~GeV/c!22. This result is similar to the results
from the previousff experiments. Etkinet al. @1# found
b59.560.10 ~GeV/c!22, and Armstronget al. @10# found
b51262 ~GeV/c!22.

The data in Table I have been used to extract the ratiosR1
andR2. The ratioR1510.363.3 is consistent with the 22.5
GeV/c value@5#, R1'10. What has been lacking until now is
a similar comparison at the same beam energy forR2. The
data in Table I yield the valueR2.7.2. An upper limit forR2
can be obtained by combining the present result for the kaon
cross section forfK1K2 production with theff results of
Baubillier et al. @11#. Using a 8.25 GeV/c beam they mea-
sured a cross section of 7006200 nb, integrated over a simi-

FIG. 4. Acceptance correctedff mass spectra for~a! this ex-
periment,~b! Armstronget al., and~c! Etkin et al.The curve in~c!
depicts the results of the published partial-wave analysis.

TABLE I. Integrated cross sections.

Reaction
Cross section

~nb!

p2p→ffn 108626
p2p→fK1K2n 11126227
K2p→ffL/S0 <691
K2p→fK1K2L/S0 75006 2520
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lar mass range for theff pair. This yields a ratio of 10.7
64.7. However, since only theffL final state was measured
in that experiment~no S production!, this is an upper limit
on R2. The combined upper and lower limits forR2 allow
one to conclude thatR1'R2 .

From the above results we observe thatff production
with pion beams does not obey the expected OZI suppres
in the mass range up to about 2.5 GeV/c2. This observation is
sion

consistent with the glueball identification forf 2~2050!,
f 2~2300!, and f 2~2340!.
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